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ABSTRACT 
It is known that the number of complete matchings of a planar graph can be expressed as a 
Pfaffian, and that the square of the Pfaffian of a matrix equals the determinant. In this paper it is 
shown without the use of Pfaffians that the square of the number of complete matchings equals 
that determinant. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
If a graph has an even number of vertices, 2m say, it is sometimes possible to 
select m edges such that every vertex lies on just one of those edges. This is what 
is usually called a complete matching, but it has also been called a l-factor of 
the graph. Others have used the term dimer covering (where the word “dimer” 
has to be interpreted as an edge plus its two endpoints; what is covered is the set 
of vertices, not the set of edges). Brunel [l] uses the term “demi-trajet”. 
Such complete matchings occur in the definition of the Pfaffian of a matrix: 
there the set {l,..., n} (with n = 2m) is split into pairs in all possible ways. 
Indeed the question of the existence of complete matchings in a graph has long 
ago (W.T. Tutte [ll]) been connected with Pfaffians. For rectangular lattices 
the total number of complete matchings was expressed in terms of Pfaffians by 
P.W. Kasteleyn [2] and independently by H.N.V. Temperley and M.E. Fisher 
[lo]. For an exposition of this material we refer to E.W. Montroll [9]. Later 
Kasteleyn ([3], [4]) pointed out that the Pfaffian can also be used for the general 
case of arbitrary planar graphs. He showed that planar graphs can be oriented 
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according to certain specifications (referred to as admissible, see section 2 
below) which.guarantee that the absolute value of the Pfaffian of the (skew) 
matrix of that directed graph equals the number of complete matchings. 
The square of the Pfaffian of a skew matrix is equal to the determinant and 
so it is natural to ask for a direct proof that the square of the number of 
matchings equals that determinant. The idea, not to count matchings but pairs 
of matchings, is carried out in this note. Pfaffians will not be used. 
An essential point in our proof is Brunel’s idea [l] that pairs of complete 
matchings correspond to complete sets of even circuits. The same idea was used 
by Kasteleyn (who speaks of “transition graphs”) for an entirely different 
purpose, viz. in order to show that all terms in the Pfaffian have equal sign. 
Brunel used it for listing Hamiltonian walks. 
In this note we attach weights bu to the edges of the graph and ask for the 
sum of the weights of the complete matchings (cf. Kasteleyn [4], p. 85). If we 
just want to have the number of complete matchings we set all bu equal to 1. 
We shall not exclude the case that the number of vertices of our graph is odd, 
but everything is very trivial in that case: there are no complete matchings, and 
skew matrices of odd order have zero determinants. 
The author is indebted to P.W. Kasteleyn and to C.H.C. Little for their 
comments. 
2. DEFINITIONS 
Let (V,E) be a graph; V={l,..., n}. The elements of V are called vertices, 
those of E are called edges. E is a set of 2-element subsets of I’. Let (bu) be a 
symmetric n x n matrix with elements belonging to some commutative ring R. 
We require that bQ = 0 in all cases where { i,j> $ E. 
The word circuit is taken in a slightly unconventional sense. It will denote a 
nonempty subset of E that can be written in the form 
(2.1) {(il,i2},{i2,i3} ,..., {ik-l,ik},{ik,il}} 
with il, . . ., ik distinct, k r 2. The number k is called the length of the circuit, and 
the product 
is called its weight. The set { il, . . ., ik} is called the vertex set of the circuit. Note 
that a circuit of length 2 looks funny: it contains a single edge {i,j>, its vertex 
set is again { i,j}, and its weight is (bu)2. 
An alternative way to define a circuit would be by means of a circular 
arrangement of k (k~2) vertices where the orientation of the arrangement is 
disregarded. 
A complete set of circuits is a set of circuits whose vertex sets form a partition 
of I’. So their vertex sets are pairwise disjoint, and the union of these vertex sets 
is V. The weight of a complete set of circuits is the product of the weights of the 
circuits in the set. 
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We are particularly interested in complete sets of even circuits (in which all 
circuits have even length). A complete set of circuits of length 2 is just what is 
usually called a complete matching. 
If n is even and if 
{(il,i2), {i3,i4}, . . . . {in-hi,}} 
is a complete matching, then the product 
(2.2) @ = bi,i&i$, . . . bin- lin 
is called the root weight of the matching. The term is chosen because its square 
is the weight of the matching (in the sense of the definition of the weight of a 
complete set of circuits). 
An orientation of the graph (KE) is a skew symmetric n x n matrix E with 
+=O if {i,j} $E 
ejj= +l or -1 if {i,j}EE, Eij = - Eji. 
If (V,E) is provided with an orientation E, it can be interpreted as a directed 
graph: if (i, j} E E we take an oriented edge from i to j if EQ = + 1, from j to i if 
&ij= - 1. 
Given an orientation E, we attach a number + 1 to every circuit of even 
length, to be called the sign of that circuit. If the circuit is described by (2.1) the 
sign is 
(2.3) - &jliz&j~jj .. . &jkjl. 
This number does not depend on the way the circuit is represented: if we replace 
11, . . . . ik by i2, i3, . . . . ik, il or by ik, . . . . i l the value of (2.3) does not change. 
A circuit of length 2 has always the sign + 1. 
An orientation is called admissible if in every complete set of even circuits all 
circuits have sign + 1. 
We are interested in graphs which have at least one admissible orientation 
(some authors call them Pfaffian graphs). 
3. THE NUMBER OF COMPLETE MATCHINGS IN A GRAPH WITH ADMISSIBLE 
ORIENTATION 
THEOREM. Let E be an admissible orientation of the graph (I’, E), and let 
S=-%(P) 
where /3 runs through the set of all complete matchings, and Q(P) is the root 
weight of /3 (see (2.2)). Then we have 
S2=det A 
where A is the skew matrix with elements au = egbu. 
PROOF. The square of S is the sum Z&/31)&/32), taken over the set of pairs 
(pi, &) of complete matchings. 
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If pr and /3z are complete matchings, then we obtain a complete set y(/3l,pz) of 
even circuits just by taking the union /31 Up2 (remember that PI and /?z are sets 
of edges). More precisely: the union of the circuits belonging to y&/32) equals 
/?I Up2. The edges of an even circuit of length > 2 in y@r, /32) belong to PI and /32 
alternately. In the case of a circuit of length 2 there is just a single edge, and it 
belongs to both /31 and /32. 
Now start from the other end. Let y be any complete set of even circuits, let 
o(y) be its weight and let v(y) be the number of circuits of length >2. Then 
there are 2”(r) pairs pr, /32 with y(Jr, p2) = y, for in each circuit of length 2 we can 
colour the edges red and blue alternately, and we can put the red ones in pr and 
the blue ones in /&, or the other way round. The weight of y is the product of the 
root weights of /31 and /32 (see (2.2)). It is now obvious that 
(3.1) s2 =Jc2V(Y)o(y), 
where y runs through the set of all complete sets of even circuits. 
We now turn to det A. We have 
(3.2) det A =Z sgn (71) aln(r) . . . anrrcn) 
where n runs through the set of all permutations of { 1, . . ., n}; the factor sgn(rc) 
is 1 or - 1 according to rc being even or odd. We agree that we omit from the 
sum all rc ‘s for which there is some i with {i, n(i)} $ E (these lead to bin(i) = 0). In 
particular we omit the z’s for which there is an i with n(i) = i. 
Every permutation rc splits into a number of cycles. For the rc’s we are con- 
sidering, these cycles are circuits of (V,E), provided with an orientation. For 
the circuits of length >2 there are two possible orientations, in the case of 
length 2 there is just one. If y is any complete set of circuits we have 2”(Y) 
possible orientations, and these lead to 2”(Y) permutations 7t. Reversing the 
orientation in a circuit with odd length changes the sign of the term in (3.2) 
since the matrix is skew (example: alsaganazazl = -alza29a97a75asl). So if y 
contains a circuit of odd length the 2”(Y) terms corresponding to y cancel in 
pairs. Therefore we have to consider complete sets of even circuits only. 
In order to show that (3.1) and (3.2) are equal, we now argue that all the 2”(v) 
terms in (3.2) that belong to one and the same y (with even cycles only) are equal 
to o(y). First, we have for these terms m(y) = bl,(l) . . . bnncn). Secondly we note 
that sgn(rc) is the product of as many factors - 1 as there are circuits of even 
length. Finally we remark that for each circuit of even length the product of the 
E’S is - 1, according to our assumption that E is admissible. 
4. GRAPHS WITH ADMISSIBLE ORIENTATION 
Not every graph has an admissible orientation. A counterexample is the 
complete bipartite graph K3,3 (vertices 1, . . ., 6, edges {i,j} if ic 3 <j). 
A very trivial class of graphs which do have an admissible orientation is the 
class of graphs with an odd number of vertices: there are no sets of even 
circuits, and therefore the condition is easy to satisfy. 
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A more interesting fact is that every planar graph has an admissible orien- 
tation. Kasteleyn ([3, 41) sketches the following proof. 
(i) A planar graph can be oriented in such a way that for every mesh circuit 
the number of arrows pointing clockwise is odd. 
(ii) If the orientation satisfies (i) then for every circuit the number of arrows 
pointing clockwise equals the number of enclosed vertices plus an odd number. 
(iii) In a complete set of even circuits every circuit encloses an even number of 
points, simply because every enclosed circuit has even length. 
It follows that an orientation is admissible as soon as it satisfies (i). We 
remark that for our purpose it suffices to prove (i) for cases of planar graphs 
that triangulate a polygon. Note that every planar graph can be turned into such 
a special one by adding edges, and that deleting edges from a graph with 
admissible orientation (keeping the same set of vertices) does not kill the 
admissibility. Finally, for planar graphs which triangulate a polygon it is not 
hard to prove (i) by induction with respect to the number of edges. ‘The 
induction step is that we remove an outer edge. 
Once the problem has been reduced to a graph with a dual, the proof of (i) 
can be given by showing (C.H.C. Little [6]) the corresponding statement for 
that dual graph. This statement is that any connected graph can be oriented in 
such a way that the outdegree of every vertex (except an a priori selected one) is 
odd. Remarkably, the planarity does not play a role in this dual formulation. 
There are also non-planar graphs with an admissible orientation. A very 
beautiful theorem was proved by Little ([7]): If a graph does not contain a 
subgraph homeomorphic to K3,3 then it has an admissible orientation. Unfortu- 
nately, this condition is not necessary. The following example shows that no 
condition of this subgraph type can be necessary. Take any arbitrary graph on 
the vertices 1, . . . . n. Add n new vertices (l’, . . ., n’> and n new edges 
{ 1, I’>, . . . . {n,n’}. No connections between l’, . . . . n’ are made. For this graph 
every orientation is admissible: the only complete set of circuits is { { (1, 1’1, . . ., 
. . . . {n,n’>>>, an d circuits of length 2 have sign + 1. 
In [8] Little investigated conditions of a more complicated form. In parti- 
cular he succeeded in getting necessary and sufficient conditions for the case of 
bipartite graphs. 
A simple class of graphs with admissible orientation, containing many non- 
planar graphs, is generated as follows. Take any graph that is both planar and 
bipartite (so V= VI U V2 and there are no edges inside Vi or inside I$). Let E be 
an admissible orientation. Now add just one edge connecting two points of Vi, 
and orient it arbitrarily. This orientation for the extended graph is still admis- 
sible, simply because no complete set of even circuits can ever use the new edge. 
As an example we take the complete graph on the vertices 1, .,., 5, and we put 
extra vertices 6, 7, 8 on the edges { 1,2}, {2,3}, (3, l}, respectively. This graph is 
not planar, but if we omit the edge {4,5} it becomes both planar and bipartite 
(Vl={1,2,3}, h={4,5,6,7,8}). 
Kasteleyn ([4], p. 99) presents a different, though rather similar, class of non- 
planar graphs with admissible orientation. 
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5. THE CASE OF A RING WITH CHARACTERISTIC 2 
If the ring R (see section 2) has the property that X+X = 0 for all x E R, we do 
not need admissible orientations at all. The proof given in section 3 leads to the 
following result for such a ring. In any graph (V,E) with edge-weights bc 
(&E R) the sum of the weights of the complete matchings equals det B. We 
need not require that 1 or - 1 are elements of R, if we just interpret (- 1).x as 
the difference 0 -x, i.e. as x. 
The special case that R = GF(2) comes down to a result that Little [5] derived 
both with and without the use of Pfaffians. He stated it in the following form: 
“A graph G has an even number of l-factors if and only if there exists a non- 
null set S of vertices such that every vertex of G is adjacent to an even number 
of vertices of S”. 
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